Ilya Ilyich Mechnikov (Elie Metchnikoff) (1845-1916) [1]


Ilya Ilyich Mechnikov studied phagocytes, immune function, and starfish [6] embryos in Europe during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Mechnikov adopted the French form of his name, Élie Metchnikoff, in the last twenty-five years of his life. In 1908, he won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine [7] with Paul Ehrlich for their contributions to immunology. Mechnikov discovered phagocytes, immune cells that protect organisms by ingesting foreign particles or microorganisms, by conducting experiments on starfish [6] larvae. He then developed a theory of the cellular process involving phagocytes, known as phagocytosis, to explain how inflammation is a part of the self defense system found in both vertebrates and invertebrates. His experimental work was part of the tradition of evolutionary embryology [8], which emerged in the decades following the publication of Charles Darwin [9]’s On the Origin of Species in 1859, and was influenced by Ernst Haeckel [10]’s concept of the biogenetic law [11].

Mechnikov was born on 16 May 1845 to Emilia Nevahovna and Ilya Ivanovitch Mechnikov in the village of Ivanovka, near Kharkov, later part of Ukraine, but then was part of the former Russian Empire. He was the youngest of five children. His father, Ilya Ivanovitch Mechnikov, a Russian Imperial guardsman, was absent for most of Mechnikov’s early childhood and education. Mechnikov’s mother, Emilia Nevahovna, encouraged her son to pursue a scientific career in the life sciences. A tutor to the family motivated Mechnikov to study natural history [12], especially botany and geology. Mechnikov gave lectures on these subjects to his siblings and other children when he was six years old. When Mechnikov turned eleven, he enrolled at the Lycée Kharkov in 1856 where he first encountered microscopes when he was fifteen years old. He then studied cells and took private lessons in histology [13], the study of the microscopic structure of tissues. During this time, Mechnikov read Henry Thomas Buckle’s History of Civilization in England, and he adopted its main tenet; that the progress of civilization depends on the advancement of science. He also developed interest in the ideas of socialism, materialism [14], and atheism during his time at the Lycée Kharkov.

In 1862, Mechnikov graduated from the Lycée. Mechnikov’s mother persuaded him to pursue his studies in biology. She also convinced her son that he would be more suited to study biology than medicine because of his overly-sensitive disposition. Mechnikov concurred, and enrolled in the university in Kharkov in 1863. During this time, Mechnikov published his first scientific paper on the histology [13] of Vorticella [15], a genus of protozoa [16]. He completed his university courses at Kharkov in two years and then moved to Giessen, Germany, in 1865 to work with Rudolph Leuckart, a taxonomist and parasitologist. In Giessen, Mechnikov made his first scientific discovery on the intra-cellular digestion of flatworms. Mechnikov denounced Leuckart for publishing the discovery without any acknowledgement of Mechnikov’s contribution. After this experience in 1865, Mechnikov left Germany to research in Naples, Italy.

In Naples, Mechnikov experimented on marine invertebrate embryos with zoologist, Aleksandr Kovalevsky. Before arriving in Naples, Mechnikov read Fritz Müller’s Für Darwin (For Darwin) in Giessen. This book conveyed an enthusiasm in Germany for Darwin’s theory of evolution [17] by natural selection [18], and it provided a defense of Haeckel’s biogenetic law [11], the theory that the developmental stages [19] of animals replay the adult stages of their evolutionary ancestors. Mechnikov adopted the theory and chose to study the development of germ layers [20], the group of cells in early embryonic development that later form organs and tissues, in invertebrate embryos. He compared the development of the germ layers [20] in invertebrate embryos to germ layers [20] in vertebrate embryos. He aimed to establish a common link in the evolution [19] of vertebrates and invertebrates by comparing their embryonic development, and thus, to confirm Darwin’s theory that all animal species evolved from a common ancestor.

Mechnikov and Kovalevsky left Naples in the fall of 1865 because of a cholera outbreak, and they traveled to St. Petersburg, Russia, to finish their doctoral studies. In 1867, Mechnikov earned his doctorate for his work on the embryological development of the cuttle-fish [21] Sepiola [22] and the crustacean Nelalia. That year, Mechnikov and Kovalevsky shared the first Karl Ernst von Baer [23] Prize for their work on germ layers [20] in invertebrate embryos, and Mechnikov became a professor of zoology and comparative anatomy at the University of Odessa in Odessa, Ukraine, at the age of twenty-two. However, Mechnikov quarreled with his colleagues and he soon left Odessa to return to work at the university in St. Petersburg. Mechnikov lived in poverty and solitude, while his vision and mental health deteriorated. He met Ludmilla Fedorovna, and when they were married in 1869, Fedorovna had to be carried into the church as she had tuberculosis. In 1873, she died from the disease, and Mechnikov attempted suicide by ingesting a large dose of morphine.
When he recovered, Mechnikov returned to his position at the University in Odessa. In 1875, he married Olga Belokopitova, a student living in the apartment above him. She contracted typhoid fever in 1880. At the same time, political strife and student unrest added to the pressures Mechnikov faced with his wife's illness. He attempted suicide again in 1880. This time, because he wanted to spare his wife and his family embarrassment, he decided to inoculate himself with relapsing fever, a bacterial infection transmitted by lice or ticks, in an attempt to show whether it could be transmissible by blood. Mechnikov survived, although he became seriously ill and needed a long recovery.

In 1882, Mechnikov once again left Odessa with his wife—this time because of increasing political unrest in Russia—to start a private research lab in Messina, Italy. In Messina, Mechnikov formed his theory of phagocytosis from observation of the moving cells surrounding foreign material in transparent starfish larvae. Mechnikov noted that the process was similar to the inflammatory response found in animals with vascular systems. He hypothesized that the mobile cells in starfish larvae, or phagocytes, were the evolutionary ancestors of the mesodermal cells in higher animals, which have a primitive digestive function as a defense against foreign organisms.

Mechnikov was not the first to observe the process of phagocytosis. Haeckel had observed white blood cells digesting dye particles in 1862 at the University of Jena in Jena, Germany. However, Mechnikov was the first to posit that the process of phagocytosis served as a natural immune system. Mechnikov's theory of phagocytosis conflicted with a theory of immunity at the time, called the humoral theory. The adherents of the humoral theory claimed that an organism's blood serum, or components of the bloodstream, defended the organism against foreign bacteria. Mechnikov's theory challenged the humoral theory for two reasons. First, Mechnikov found that the process of inflammation in the tissues of vertebrates was similar to the action of the cells digesting foreign particles in the starfish larva, an organism lacking a vascular system. Second, he established that there was a similar developmental process of the mesodermal cells in various organisms, including vertebrates and invertebrates, a system that generated the process of phagocytosis. Moreover, the dominant humoral theory claimed that, contrary to Mechnikov's hypothesis, the cells that exhibited a digestive function, the phagocytes, caused the spread of disease in the body and thus would harm the host, rather than defend it, against bacterial invasion. Mechnikov devoted much of his subsequent scientific work to the development and defense of his theory of phagocytosis in natural immunity, including his treatise L'immunité dans les Maladies Infectieuses (Immunity in Infectious Diseases), published in 1901.

In 1885, Mechnikov returned to Odessa to head a bacteriological station designed to vaccinate people from rabies, based on Louis Pasteur's vaccine initiatives in France. Mechnikov resigned from this post one year later because he encountered hostility from his colleagues, who argued that Mechnikov lacked medical training and competence. In 1888, Mechnikov and his wife moved to Paris, France, to work at the Pasteur Institute.

During his years at the Pasteur Institute, Mechnikov authored treatises on the topics of senescence, disease, and death. In his 1903 Études sur la nature humaine: Essai de philosophie optimiste (The Nature of Man: Studies in Optimistic Philosophy), he argued that science, rather than religion or philosophy, can lead to meaningful optimism, despite the apparent disharmony between humans and their environment. According to Mechnikov, science could, and would continue to, suppress disease and regulate proper hygiene, thereby contributing to the progress of civilization. Death, he claimed, would no longer be seen as a terror, but as a natural end. He won the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for his contributions to immunology in 1908.

In addition to the 1908 Nobel Prize, Mechnikov received an honorary degree from the University of Cambridge in Cambridge, UK, and the Copley Medal of the Royal Society. He had honorary memberships in the Academy of Medicine in Paris and the Academy of Sciences and Medicine in St. Petersburg. Despite the optimistic philosophy he developed later in life, Mechnikov said that he was horrified and saddened by the outbreak of the First World War in 1914 and that it shook his profound belief in the power of science to remedy society's ills, and to contribute to the moral progress of civilization. In 1916, Mechnikov moved from his country house outside of Paris to the rooms at the Pasteur Institute where Pasteur had stayed during his final days. Mechnikov died at the Pasteur Institute on 15 July 1916 of cardiac failure. Historians have described Mechnikov as a tall, but stooping figure, with long unkempt hair and pockets overflowing with scientific notes and papers.
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